Dear Connecticut Legislators:

We are residents of Wilton, CT, and have three children in Wilton Public Schools. We strongly oppose
the three proposed school regionalization bills (SB 454/738 and SB 874) and hope they will not be
passed.

We agree with the following points made by our school superintendent, Kevin Smith, and hope you will
consider them as well:

... “while there are many important reasons to oppose the concept of forced regionalization, including
potential degradation of education quality, and concerns about property values, there is no empirical
evidence to validate that such a move actually leads to cost savings. In fact, research by the National
Education Policy Center concluded that benefits from school district consolidation are “vastly
overestimated.” Further, an article in Education Finance and Policy suggested that district consolidation
may actually create negative impacts such as higher transportation costs, a “leveling up” of salaries, and
more negative attitudes among staff members and parents. The same study suggests that financial
benefits may be found only when consolidation of very small districts (fewer than 300 to 1000 students)
occurs.

Of significant concern as well is the Governor’s proposal to require municipalities to fund a portion of
teacher pension costs. I am vehemently opposed to this concept because, at its heart, it is a
dereliction of state responsibility. For decades our state leaders failed to adequately fund the plan they
created. Local municipalities had no influence over the design or the decision to fund (or not fund) the
plan. Despite the fact that this crisis has been growing for years, our leaders in Hartford have turned a
blind eye. Now,
standing at a fiscal cliff, the solution appears to be to shift the burden to local municipalities including
Wilton, that have responsibly managed their finances.

And to add insult to injury, the Governor’s plan also calls for a surcharge for towns like Wilton that
pay teacher salaries that exceed the state median. The plan does not account for higher costs of living
in areas such as Fairfield County, or the impact of binding arbitration, two factors beyond local control
that strongly influence salary agreements. To make matters even more dire, the legislature is also
contemplating a bill (SB 431) that proposes to divert motor vehicle tax revenue from municipalities to
the state government.

The cumulative effect of these proposals, if enacted, would be millions of dollars in additional
obligations for Wilton residents. This would likely result in increased property taxes for a diminished,
regionalized school system. We simply cannot let that happen.”

Please do not pass these bills.

Thanks for your consideration.

Regards,

Rachel and Andrew Leung

